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Historical Note:

Founded in 1993, Tying Nashville Together was a broad-based, citizens’ organization made up of primarily religious institutions; however Tying Nashville Together remained strictly non-denominational. Their membership also included civic, neighborhood, and non-profit business associations. Their goal was to work with pre-established networks of people who were willing to organize Nashville-Davidson County. TNT was an affiliate of a larger organization, The Industrial Areas Foundation, founded by Chicago community organizer Saul Alinsky in 1940. Inspired by Upton Sinclair’s novel The Jungle, Alinsky based his organizing model on the old Chicago stockyards neighborhood.
TNT’s platform included creating an after-school program in every council district of Davidson County and creating and funding minimum standards of excellence in all schools equally to ensure a quality education for every child enrolled in the Metro school system. In addition to the after-school program, TNT conducted a series of audits on the Metro public school system, the Metro Transportation Authority, and local neighborhoods outside of downtown Nashville. The results of these audits, included in the acquisition, were turned over to Metro officials and improvements began to materialize throughout Davidson County’s lower income communities.
In response to issues pertaining to crime, TNT worked to strengthen the existing community policing programs by establishing a youth-outreach worker project and a Neighborhood Justice Center that mediated neighborhood disputes. TNT sought to broaden economic and racial diversity of Metro neighborhoods by rebuilding and diversifying public housing sites and restructuring the Nashville bus network. Their aim was to speak in the voice of those not yet at the table, to get poor people to the table, to identify issues of importance to the broader community, and to join the self-interest of the community in an organization that could bring about change. TNT believed that a just society means that all people
have ample access to food, clothing, housing, physical integrity and safety, education, employment, healthcare, self-determination in the democratic process, and freedom and power to make decisions that affect one’s life.

Scope and Contents of the Collection:
TNT’s internal structure consisted of a Leadership Team that focused on long-range planning issues, a Strategy Team that was responsible for producing tremendous turnouts for major actions, and a Research Action Team that focused on new issues while analyzing the power structures in Nashville. All three of these areas are represented individually within the archive. TNT historically focused on four key issues from 1993 until 2008: public education, access to reliable public transportation, affordable housing and public safety, and access to quality healthcare. The audits performed by TNT in particular draw attention to the many obstacles a large majority of the citizens in Metro Nashville face on a daily basis; obstacles such as affordable housing, reliable public transportation, and a public school system that enables all of its students to succeed academically and socially.
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Arrangement:
This collection is arranged into eight series, including administrative records, education, housing, Leadership Team, member organizations, Research Action Team, Strategy Team, and transportation. Series are arranged alphabetically.

The administrative records series ranges from 1992 to 2008, and contains extensive information and training materials from TNT’s parent organization, The Industrial Areas Foundation, as well as training materials specific to TNT’s organization in Metro Nashville. The series contains two theses (subseries IAF Training Materials Box: 1, Folder 8 and Box: 2, Folder 1), a valuable reference introducing the IAF and TNT organization to researchers and students.
The education series ranges from 1994 to 2008, and contains subseries pertaining to TNT’s Delegate Assembly, Project for Neighborhood Aftercare, School Improvement Plan, TNT’s audit of the Metro school system (see subseries School Surveys Box: 7, Folder 7 and 8), photographs, and a rich trove of newspaper clippings and research material specific to TNT’s education platform.

The housing series ranges from 1992 to 2008, and contains subseries pertaining to TNT’s Neighborhood Justice Center, TNT’s housing audit of lower socioeconomic neighborhoods outside of downtown Nashville, a transcript of TNT’s public hearing on affordable housing, and newspaper clippings pertaining to the Neighborhood Justice Center and housing platform.

The Leadership Team series ranges from 1997 to 2008. The Leadership Team is the executive body of TNT, dealing with personnel, budget, planning, and strategy. This series contains financial records, grant proposals, and meeting minutes.

The member organizations series ranges from 1991 to 2008, and contains financial records, correspondence, printed material, and ephemera relating to TNT’s network of member organization throughout Davidson County.

The Research Action Team series ranges from 1993 to 2008. The Research Action Team (RAT) forms around specific issues (e.g. education, affordable housing, and healthcare). They research problems, turn large problems into specific issues, inform TNT leaders of desired changes, suggest actions to effect change, analyze power structures in Nashville, and plan the public actions. This series contains newspaper clippings, records, and research material pertaining to the English-Only Ordinance, TNT’s Election Accountability Night, and the Metro Council elections.

The Strategy Team series ranges from 1994 to 2009. The Strategy Team is the central decision-making body of TNT. The Strategy Team officially votes on major actions/issues and is responsible for communicating actions/issues within their congregation or organization. This series contains meeting minutes, newspaper clippings, and training materials.

The transportation series ranges from 1997 to 2002, and contains TNT’s audit of the Metro Transportation Authority, individual MTA rider surveys, a transcript of TNT’s public transportation hearing, and newspaper clippings pertaining to TNT’s transportation platform.
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